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Interior Design continued from previous page

residential architectural scale is 1/4”, so you can make a photocopy or draw right on the
plan. Make a furniture plan using 1/4” scale templates. Allow for walk space, door swings,
and access to windows. Laying out your room will tell you exactly what size furniture you
need. Upholstery comes in a huge range of sizes. Unless you have done a floor plan, you
don’t know which size is appropriate for your room. Also, table size and shape becomes
apparent from a floor plan. If you have your plan and come across a great bargain in an
end table, for example, you know immediately if it will work. Other elements such as colors for upholstery, floors and walls, as well as accessories and window treatments flow
from the basic floor plan. Having the end result established enables you to purchase a piece
at a time. This process is where a professional interior designer is most helpful: to help you
set the vision and work out these details.

Q: What are some dramatic accent pieces
that can really make an impact in a room?

True Story
Testimonial
“I received three phone calls
within the first week the
June/July issue of The
Residential Resource was distributed. It was the very first
issue of The Residential
Resource that I had placed an
ad, and two of the phone calls I
got in that first week turned into
sales. If you have a product or
service that’s of interest to
builders or homeowners looking
to build or remodel, you need to
consider advertising in The
Residential Resource.”
Steve Grimm
Accent! Concrete Coatings

A. The main problem that I encounter with most
accessories or accent pieces is that they are too small.
Fewer, bigger accessories are the way to go. One large picture for above the sofa or a set of
multiples arranged symmetrically can have a huge impact. How can you decide if a picture
is big enough for above the sofa? Usually, you want it 6-10 inches or so above the back. If
this puts it too low to be at an average person’s eye level, then it is too small. A good size
silk tree with some up lighting can do a great job of filling in a stagnant corner. An area
rug in front of the sofa can make a huge difference. Even well-chosen throw pillows can
dramatically affect the room. A large mirror, well placed, can expand the space. A dramatic paint color on an accent wall can be an inexpensive alternative to an expensive accessory. When planning your decorating budget be sure to allow 1/3 of your total dollars for
accessories. Accessories can be costly! Proper accessorizing is one of the most challenging
aspects of a room’s design and takes the most judgment without clear rules. Experience is
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invaluable in this area.
Kathy is a free-lance interior designer with over 25 years of experience working in the
West Michigan area. She is a member of the Home and Building Association of
Greater Grand Rapids and recently completed the interiors for their new building on
the East Beltline. Earlier this year, she completed her certification for the CertifiedAging-in-Place designation through the National Home Builders Assn. She can be contacted through her website at www.homelifeinteriors.com
* Please see ad, page 9
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